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Curriculum Area Year Group 

Living things and habitats,  Animals including 

humans & Evolution and inheritance 
5/6 

National Curriculum statements for Upper Key Stage 2 Key Vocabulary  

 Plan different types of scientific enquiry to answer questions 

including recognising and controlling variables   

 Taking measurements using a range of scientific equipment with 

increasing accuracy and precision  

 Recording data and results of increasing complexity  

 Using test results to make further predictions and plan further tests 

 To be able to present findings in in a range of formats including 

oral and formal written methods.  

 Identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or 

refute ideas or arguments. 

Animals, humans, nutrition, nutrients, heart, blood, blood 

vessel. Circulatory system, aorta, valves, arteries, veins, 

capillaries, pumps, , ribs, muscles, bones, healthy, balanced 

diet, lifestyle, drugs, protection, food, water, support, spine, 

skull, fruit and vegetables, bread, rice, potato, pasta, milk and 

dairy, sugars, starch, meats, fish, eggs, beans, carbohydrates, 

proteins, vitamins, minerals. Microorganisms, plants, animals, 

germs, bacteria, depressant, stimulant 

 

Turnham Discovery Learning Objectives  Possible investigations / useful resources  

Living things and habitats objectives 

 To be able to describe differences in life cycles between a 

mammal, amphibian, insect and bird.  

 Describe the life process of reproduction in some plants and 

animals  

 Describe how living things are classified according to common 

characteristics including microorganisms, plants and animals 

 

 

Human Body 

 Describe the changes as humans develop to old age 

 Identify and name the main parts of the human circulation 

system 

 Describe the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood 

and how they transport vital nutrients  

 Recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on 

the way their bodies function. 

Living things and habitats: 

- School trip to London Zoo 

https://www.zsl.org/zsl-london-zoo/schools/primary-resources 

Activities to do on the trip and lesson ideas for after. 

- Learn about Carl Linneus and his classification system. 

- Collect, record, classify and name some of the plants found on your doorstep. 

- Study/dissect a lamb heart. 

- Create a model of the human circulatory system. 

- Investigate the effects of exercise on the body, heart and brain – chn plan, 

measure, record and evaluate their own investigations (use ICT for recording and 

presenting results) 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/32XsVyzNmV2w5CDKQvrCjVY/terrific-

scientific-exercise-live-lesson 

Look at this video for ideas on experiments. 

- Compare different snack bars’ nutritional value and debate whether to ban or 

endorse the product. 

- Look at the effects of alcohol (depressant) and caffeine (stimulant) on a 

daphnia (water flea). 

-Explore the truths and myths about the effects of drugs and alcohol – children 

could produce a health advertisement based on their findings. 

- Try not to just label diagrams for plants. Use photos of different plants (a carrot is 

a root!), make models with plasticine, press flowers in scrap books. Be creative. 

https://www.zsl.org/zsl-london-zoo/schools/primary-resources
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/32XsVyzNmV2w5CDKQvrCjVY/terrific-scientific-exercise-live-lesson
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/32XsVyzNmV2w5CDKQvrCjVY/terrific-scientific-exercise-live-lesson
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Evolution and inheritance 

 Recognise that living things have changed over time including 

reference to fossils. 

 Recognise that living things produce offspring of the same 

kind, but normally offspring vary in appearance and are non-

identical to either parent. 

      To recognise how plants and animals are adapted to suit 

their    environment in different ways and that adaptation may 

lead to evolution. 

Year 5 only: 

Earth, Sun and space 

 Describe the movement of the earth, and other planets, 

relative to the sun in the solar system 

 Describe the movement of the moon relative to the Earth  

 Describe the sun, earth and Moon as approximately 

spherical bodies 

 Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night 

and the apparent movement of the sun across the sky.  
 

Evolution and inheritance 

- What can we learn from different fossils about how creatures have evolved?  

- Learn about evolution by evaluating how biscuits have changed over the years! 

(see Hamilton Trust planning) 

- Learn about Darwin – have a go at proving his findings and presenting their 

ideas. How might humans have developed differently if our climate was different? 

What adaptations might we develop if the planet changes? 

- Create your own creature – what type of animal is it? What adaptations could it 

have to fit in with its habitat? 

- Investigate adaptation by simulating ‘beak types’ with chopsticks, spoons, 

tweezers etc. and trying to pic up/get into different fruits and seeds. 

- Look at family photos to see what chn may have inherited from their parents 

and grand-parents 

-  Learn about human-created hybrids - the labradoodle, the mule, the zonkey 

and the loganberry etc. How have they been created? Why have they been 

created? 

Earth, Sun and space: 

https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/resource/30199 

Resource funded by the UK Space Agency. The students take on the role of 

space scientists or space engineers to discover more about Mars. 

https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/33022/sunlight-and-space-

travel 

Good resources and investigations for explaining movement of Earth and Moon 

and addressing misconceptions like ‘the Moon makes its own light’. 

- Create a sundial. 

- Make scale models of the Sun and planets in the solar system. 

- Investigate - why are all planets spherical? 

https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/resource/30199
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/33022/sunlight-and-space-travel
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/33022/sunlight-and-space-travel
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 L1 L2 L3 L4 

Week 1 

 

Animals – Zoo trip  

To be able to create a 

food chain with 

reference to producers, 

predators and prey. 

To be able to explore 

healthy diet of humans 

with reference to 

different food groups 

ZOO TRIP  Investigation/ 

demonstration  

See overview for 

possible ideas 

Week 2 

 

Teeth & Digestion  

 

 To be able to 
recognise the 

impact of diet, 

exercise, drugs 

and lifestyle on 

To be able to recognise 

the impact of diet, 

exercise, drugs and 

lifestyle on the way their 

bodies function. 

 

To be able to describe 

the changes as humans 

develop to old age  

 

To be able to Identify 

and name the main 

Investigation/ 

demonstration  

See overview for 

possible ideas  

Science fair Outcomes: 

The exhibition will tie in with British Science week. The theme is ‘JOURNEYS’. 

https://www.britishscienceweek.org/plan-your-activities/ 

The website has lots of lesson ideas for the theme. ‘Journeys’ could include lifecycles of plants and animals, 

adaptations, the journey of a blood cell around the circulation system, the evolution of a species, Darwin’s journey 

on The Beagle, the journey of the Earth around the Sun – it is totally open to your interpretation of the brief. 

 

Each class will need to produce posters to display at the fair and have an interactive investigation/demonstration, 

which the children will need to explain to any visitors.   

 

https://www.britishscienceweek.org/plan-your-activities/
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the way their 

bodies function. 

 

To be able to describe 

the changes as humans 

develop to old age 

parts of the human 

circulation system 

 

Week 3 

 

Human Body  

 

NON CHRONOLOGICAL 

REPORT – How to keep 

the human body 

healthy. Exercise, 

healthy eating and 

caring for your teeth 

NON CHRONOLOGICAL 

REPORT – How to keep 

the human body 

healthy. Exercise, 

healthy eating and 

caring for your teeth 

NON CHRONOLOGICAL 

REPORT – How to keep 

the human body 

healthy. Exercise, 

healthy eating and 

caring for your teeth  

NON CHRONOLOGICAL 

REPORT – How to keep 

the human body 

healthy. Exercise, 

healthy eating and 

caring for your teeth  

Week 4 

Human Body 

 To be able to 

describe 

differences in life 

cycles between a 

mammal, 

amphibian, insect 

and bird.  

 

 To be able to 

describe 

differences in life 

cycles between a 

mammal, 

amphibian, insect 

and bird.  

 

Making systematic and 

careful observations, 

taking accurate 

measurements using  a 

range of equipment  

 

 

 

 

 

Investigation/ 

demonstration  

See overview for 

possible ideas 

Week 5 

 

 

 Describe how 

living things are 

classified 

according to 

common 

characteristics 

including 

microorganisms, 

plants and 

animals 

 

 Describe how 

living things are 

classified 

according to 

common 

characteristics 

including 

microorganisms, 

plants and 

animals 

 

Setting up practical 

enquiries, comparative 

and fair tests  

 

e.g. – What does a 

plant need to grow. 

Looking at variables 

etc. SR to support with 

planning.  

Investigation/enquiry   

See overview for 

possible ideas. 
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